STEM-ming the Slide of Our Educational System

By Henry Miller — November 12, 2019

ACSH science board advisor Dr. Henry Miller and Andrew I. Fillat, a Harvard MBA and technology venture capitalist recently wrote a piece that appeared on the American Greatness [1] website. The title says all:

"Recently we ran across several fascinating articles about civics [2], liberal arts [3], and climate hysteria [4] that raise basic questions about the content taught at too many of our educational institutions: Has our society lost sight of the fundamental purpose of education, and is the result less resilient, less capable adults?"

"While there is no doubt that a significant aspect of schooling is still about learning the “three-Rs,” the ultimate goal must be that of teaching people how to reason, critically evaluate data, perform accurate risk assessments, and communicate effectively. Sadly, few of these critical skills are being imparted by today’s secondary and post-secondary institutions. Instead, young people are..."
often confused or diverted by questionable social media sources with many agendas, but that is a subject for another day.

The authors also argue that overindulgence of students, for example, it is no longer feasible to require research students to research or write on topics that might disturb them.

It is no longer feasible to demand research or essays on topics that might disturb the student. It is as if the courts conjured up a new universal right: the right not to be offended. And ideological balance among teachers and professors is but a distant memory, which deprives students of the perspective and skills that they will need to become high-functioning adults in much of the “real world.”

The rest of this fascinating but disturbing essay can be found here [1]. We suggest that you take a few minutes and give it a good read.
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